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FUEL REQUIREMENTS FOP. ISOTOPE PRODUCTION AND 

RESEARCH REACTORS ; POSSIi 3 ALTERNATIVE WAYS 

OF MEETING NOH-PROLIFE&.J.ION OBJECTIVES 

Introduction 

There is a continuing need for access to n:ediunr-to-high flux research 

reactors of intermediate power level (5-50 MW* for the production of 

industrial and medical radioisotopes, for the provision of neutron beams 

and for materials research. The construction of further reactors of this 

type is likely. To obtain the required flux levels in adequate volumes 

and at the lowest capital cost, past practice has been to design a gjitall-

core reactor around a fuel element concept using fully enriched uranium, 

that is, uranium enriched to 80% U-235 or greater. In recent years, 

however, it has been recognised that the use of fully enriched uranium in 

research reactors could give rise to significant risks of nuclear weapons 

proliferation. Accordingly, there would be advantage if research reactors 

could be operated on low enriched fuel, that iu, enrichment levels of 20% 

or lass, it is the purpose of this, paper to explore the implications for 

proliferation of the enrichment level of research reactor fuel and to draw 

attention to possible options for reducing proliferation concerns which 

warrant further study. It does not, however, consider research reactors 

using very low enriched or natur? uranium fuel. The paper is offered to 

stimulate discussion of the issues and the views expressed do not 

necessarily represent any formal Australian position. 

Kon-Prolifgration Concerns, 

Concern over the use of fully enriched uranium in research reactors 

arises from the need to guard against three main risks: national diversion 

of fresh fuel; sub-national or terrorist theft of fresh fuel; and 

national diversion of spent fuel. 

The practice for some countries with such reactors has been to hold 

significant inventories of fresh fuel, usually one or two years forward 

supply. The number of fuel fabricators is limited and it has been commer

cially advantageous to place a substantial order at the one time rather 

than to break it into smaller orders. Further, the inventory gives 

insurance against the failure of the fuel supplier to meet a near-term 

contract and against delays caused by strikes and transportation difficulties. 

However, these fresh fuel inventories could provide readily extractable 
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sources of weapons-grade uranium in a quantity which may be sufficient for 

a nuclear explosive device, particularly if the country in question were 

operating a number of research reactors. 

The extensive use of fully enriched uranium in research reactor- could 

provide opportunities for theft or seizure by terrorist organisations, 

either from stocks of fresh fuel held at research reactor sites, or from 

material under shipment. Adequate levels of physical security may not 

always be maintained on this material and, although any one theft might not 

yield sufficient for a critical mass, a number of coordinated operations 

could do so. The theft of a significant quantity of such material by any 

group would have a profound effect internationally. 

To maintain the required reactivity in the core, the fully enriched 

fuel is often limited to a burnup such that the discharged fuel has an 

effective enrichment level in excess of 60%. As there has been little 

economic incentive to return this fuel to the country of origin for 

reprocessing or for long-term storage, particularly where long transportation 

distances have been involved, relatively large inventories of spent fuel have 

accumulated in some non-nuclear-weapon states. Although the reprocessing of 

fuel of this kind is not simple, it can generally be carried out in a much 

smaller and less costly plant, particularly in regard to head-end operations, 

than would be contemplated for the reprocessing of LWR fuel, and it would 

yield uranium of an enrichment level which is believed to be suitable for 

weapons purposes. 

Enrichment Level Considerations 

A threshold of 20% enrichment is internationally regarded as acceptable 

from the non-proliferation viewpoint. Enrichment above this threshold is 

recognised as requiring the imposition of additional s«i.~uards and controls. 

The 20% criterion is applied generally and not simply to research reactor 

fuel. 

A recent study* by the Australian Atomic Energy Commission on the 

interaction between enrichment level and the economic and performance 

characteristics of one class (open pool) of intermediate power level reactor 

for radioisotope production and research has shown that, within the limitations 

of current fuel technology, the operating cost penalty arising from decreasing 

the enrichment level appears to be small for enrichments down to around 40%, 

but rises steeply below this level. It is therefore relevant to consider 

whether non-proliferation objectives in relation to research reactors Mving 
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this characteristic could be net by limiting the enrichment level to the 

range 40%-45%, rather than to a maximum of 20%. 

The large critical masses (total uranium) of material enriched to 

levels of 20%, that is, 850 kg for bare sphere and 250 kg with a beryllium 

reflector, are obstacles to the use of such materials for weapons purposes. 

Critical mass increases at an increasing rate as the enrichment level is 

reduced below 100%, for example, the bare sphere mass increases by factors 

of around 1.3, 2, 4 and 17 as the enrichment is reduced from 100% to 80%, 

60%, 40% and 20% respectively. By 40%, the critical mass has risen to 

around 200 kg for a bare sphere and 80 kg with a beryllium reflector. It 

is conceivable that the difficulties of producing a nuclear explosive from 

40 per cent material could still be substantial and sufficiently great to 

dissuade a country from contemplating the attainment of a nuclear explosive 

capability through the diversion of such material. The proliferation 

significance of uranium enriched to around 40% cculd be studied in more 

detail in relation to cases where technical and economic considerations 

might suggest its use. 

Fresh Fuel Inventory Considerations 

Possible risks in using materials for research reactors could be 

reduced if fresh fuel inventories were strictly limited Pasearch reactors 

with a high power density are operated on short campaign?, usually of about 

a month's duration, and the amount of fissile material introduced as fresh 

fuel at each refuelling is typically less than 2 kg. If forward inventories 

for reactors using fuel enriched to about 40% or less wore limited to 

several months' supply, the total quantity of fissile material available 

from fresh fuel inventories would be less than that needed for a nuclear 

explosive device, even for a state with several such reactors. 

Commercial considerations may still make it desirable that research 

reactor fuel be ordered and manufactured in relatively large batches. 

Controls might, however, be devised to limit inventories to acceptable 

levels, but with assurances of timely deliveries. This may lead to an 

increased number of shipments, but the quantity of fissile material in any 

one shipment would be small and, if enriched to only around 40% or below, 

would be less attractive as a target for terrorists. 

There are clearly other options which might also be examined. For 

example, fresh fuel might be pre-irradiated before delivery, as has been 

proposed for plutonium recycle and fast reactor fuel for power generation. 

A related approach, applicable to open-pool reactors, would be to irradiate 
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lightly the fuel on delivery and to store in the pool. However, the small 

quantities of fuel involved in the research reactor case, particularly if 

restricted to around 40% enrichment, might not warrant the additional cost 

and operational inconvenience associated with this approach. Also, pre-

irradiation of fuel would make it more difficult to carry out physical 

accountancy for safeguards purposes. 

Spent Fuel Considerations 

Reduction of the enrichment level of research reactors to around 40% 

would have a beneficial impact on the proliferation significance of spent 

fuel inventories. For the class of reactor under consideration, the discharge 

fuel, under normal conditions, would contain uranium with an enrichment level 

below 25%. The plutonium content would be about 1% of the total uranium, 

that is, less than 5% of the fissile content of the spent fuel. For compari

son, for an initial enrichment of 20%, the spent fuel would contain uranium 

with an enrichment level of around 1C% and with a plutonium content again 

around 1% of the total uranium. However, for the same reactor power history, 

the 20% enriched uranium fuel would require a greater throughput of total 

uranium, and this would give a greater (about three times) plutonium production 

rate. In this case the plutonium would comprise about 10% of the fissile 

atoms recoverable by reprocessing. 

Any concern about spent fuel could also be ameliorated by instituting 

arrangements by which spent research reactor fuel could be stored under 

appropriate conditions, perhaps under international control, pending 

decisions on further treatment. In view of the relatively small volumes of 

materials in question, such arrangements could be easier to initiate than 

similar proposals for power reactor fuel. 

Re-enrichr.snt Considerations 

If it were accepted that uranium enriched to a level of around 40% for 

research reactors was unsuitable for nuclear explosives use, the question 

arises whether such material could be further enriched to provide a more 

desirable material for this purpose. Compared with starting from natural 

uranium, or even from the low enrichments used in LWR systems, the separative 

work required to achieve this end would be very much less and, for example, 

a relatively small number of low technology centrifuges might be adequate. 

If the aim were to recover 90% of the U-235 at an enrichment of 90%, the 

separative work theoretically required to produce 1 kg of product from 40% 

and 20% feed would be 5 SWU and 11.5 SWU respectively. The significant factor 

is not so much the absolute magnitude of these figures, but rather that in 

reducing the initial enrichment from 40% to 20%, the number of centrifuge 

machines required for the same rate of output of weapons-grade material is 
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only slightly more than doubled. This would not appear to provide a major 

barrier to any country determined to pursue this route. 

In regard to the re-enrichment of uranium recovered frura spent reactor 

fuel, the advantage from choice of die lower (20%) initial enrichment would 

be greater, about three and a half times more separative work being needed 

than for spent fuel which had an initial enrichment of 40%. However, the 

magnitude of this disincentive is difficult to evaluate, and the higher 

Plutonium content of the lower enrichment fuel would also need to be 

considered. 

Conclusion 

Within the limitations of present fuel and reactor technologies, the 

economic and performance characteristics of at least some classes of inter

mediate power research reactors could be compromised by reducing fuel 

enrichment levels to below about 40%. It is suggested that it would be 

worthv;hile to evaluate whether non-proliferation objectives could be 

secured by reducing the enrichment level for such reactors to around 40%. 

Additional procedures concerning fresh fuel and spent fuel inventories 

could be taken if further analysis showed them to be desirable. 


